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Abstract— This paper proposes a method for automatic
generation of time-optimal robot motion trajectories for the
task of collecting and moving a finite number of objects to
particular spots in space, while maintaining predefined temporal logic constraints. The continuous robot dynamics change
upon an object pick-up or drop-off. The temporal constraints
are expressed as syntactically co-safe Linear Temporal Logic
(scLTL) formulas over the set of object and drop-off sites.
We propose an approach based on constructing a discrete
abstraction of the hybrid system modeling the robot in the
form of a finite weighted transition system. Then, by employing
tools from automata-based model checking, we obtain an
automaton containing only paths that satisfy the specification.
The shortest path in this automaton is found by graph search
and corresponds directly to the time-optimal hybrid trajectory.
The method is applied to a case study with a mobile ground
robot and a case study involving a quadrotor moving in an
environment with obstacles, thus reflecting its computational
advantage over a direct optimization approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Motion and path planning are two of the most prominent
problems in robotics. In particular, for the class of pointto-point navigation problems with obstacle avoidance, many
efficient solutions have been proposed. They range from discretization approaches, which utilize graph search algorithms
[1], continuous approaches based on, e.g., potential fields
[2], and sampling-based methods such as rapidly-exploring
random trees [3]. Recently, there has been an increasing
interest in more advanced assignments that involve solving
multiple tasks or visiting several locations in a complex
environment. This problem is addressed by assuming an apriori given decomposition into high-level planning and lowlevel control, thus focusing mainly on the purely discrete
path planning task. High level specifications can be often
captured effectively by temporal logic formulas that allow for
employing model checking and automata game techniques to
obtain a solution [4], [5], [6]. Finding the optimal path for a
discrete transition system with a temporal logic specification
has been studied, e.g. in [7]. The closely related Vehicle
Routing Problem (VRP) [8], where the goal is to plan optimal
routes for vehicles that have to service customer requests
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located at different spatial sites with temporal constraints,
has also received extensive attention from several research
communities. The VRP represents, in general, an instant
of the well known NP-hard Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP), for which many effective heuristics providing
satisfactory solutions to moderately sized problems have
been proposed [9]. VRPs combined with temporal logic
specifications have been studied in [10], where the solution is
acquired by solving a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP)
that incorporates the specification as additional optimization
constraints, and in [11] by an automata-based approach. The
hybrid Optimal Control Problem (OCP) of motion planning
with continuous dynamics and a discrete specification has
been addressed in, e.g., [12], [13]. An LTL specification can
also be encoded directly into a single mixed-integer problem
to obtain the optimal control for mixed logical dynamical [14] or differentially flat systems [15]. Hybrid optimal
exploration and control problems with discrete high-level
specifications [16], [17], [18] have also been investigated.
We present a method that generates the optimal control of
a robot with switching double integrator dynamics for a pickup and delivery task while maintaining a-priori given temporal logic and physical capacity constraints. More specifically,
we want to find the minimum time trajectory satisfying a
specification given as an scLTL formula, which is motivated
by problems arising in logistics, vehicle routing and rescue
assignments. By employing results from classical optimal
control, we obtain a tailored finite representation of the
robot’s possible optimal motion in the environment in the
form of a weighted transition system. As an scLTL formula
can be represented by a Deterministic Finite Automaton
(DFA), we obtain a finite product automaton that contains
only satisfying runs of the system. Then, the optimal solution
is found by discrete search over the product automaton.
Even though the abstraction relies on the assumption of
double integrator dynamics, its applicability is by no means
restricted to such systems only. There is a substantial number
of vehicles that can be described by double integrators
upon applying feedback linearization [19]. Further, the timeoptimal solution for a double integrator is well known to
provide a lower bound for the time to move along a straight
path segment for many classes of systems and can thus be
efficiently used to obtain an initial trajectory guess for more
complex (nonlinear) dynamics [20]. The proposed approach
allows parallelized computation, thus reducing the computation time as opposed to solving a single large optimization
problem. Our solution guarantees optimality, correctness, and
incorporates the robot’s physical capacity constraint.
The remaining paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

TABLE I
ATOMIC PROPOSITIONS FOR THE TASK .
π

Proposition

πl
πd

Pick up ol and carry it
Drop off all currently carried objects

we state the addressed problem. A suitable model by a
hybrid automaton and an OCP reformulation are presented
in Section III, followed by our solution. Then, we provide
two case studies of a mobile ground robot and a quadrotor,
moving in an environment with obstacles, and a comparison
of the computational effort of our approach with related
methods in Section V. Finally, we briefly summarize the
results and discuss possible future work in Section VI.
II. P ROBLEM FORMULATION AND APPROACH
In this section we introduce the OCP for a mobile robot
that has to pick-up, move and drop-off objects with temporal
logic constraints in a bounded environment. For a set S, let
|S| and 2S denote the cardinality of S and the set of all
subsets (power set) of S, respectively. A word ω over S is
a finite sequence of elements from S, e.g., ω = s1 . . . sn ,
such that si ∈ S, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Consider an environment
limited to the compact space Y ⊂ R2 , containing L movable
objects, uniquely labeled by the set O = {o1 , . . . , oL }. An
object ol , l ∈ {1, . . . , L} is characterized by its mass ml ∈
R+ and position yl ∈ Y . Let d denote a depot (drop-off
location) with yd ∈ Y . We assume that no two objects can
be located at the same spot, except for at the depot.
Remark 1. For simplicity, the absence of obstacles in
the environment is assumed for the problem formulation.
However, a possible solution for this case will be outlined
in a follow-up remark and a case study will be provided.
Consider a point-like mobile robot with dynamics
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02,2
02,2 I2
u(t),
ẋ(t)=f (x, u, µ)=
x(t)+
I2
02,2 02,2
µ(t)
(1)
where x = [y 0 v 0 ]0 ∈ R4 with y and v standing for the
position and the velocity, respectively, 02,2 denotes a zero
2 × 2 matrix, I2 an identity matrix with dimension 2 and the
piecewise continuous input u : [0, T ] → R2 is limited by
ku(t)k ≤ umax , ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
(2)
where T stands for the final time and umax ∈ R+ is the
maximum norm of the input. The function µ : [0, T ] →
[m∅ , mmax ] ⊂ R+ denotes the overall mass of the robot that
changes over time due to object pick-up and drop-off and
is restricted to the interval between the nominal value m∅
and the maximum weight capacity constraint mmax . Let the
robot start at an initial position y0 ∈ Y with zero velocity.
Assume that the robot has to satisfy a task specification
captured by an scLTL formula [21] over the set of atomic
propositions Π = {π1 , . . . , πL , πd } denoting statements,
summarized in Table I, which can be true or false at any
time. Atomic propositions can be combined in a formula
by boolean operators ¬ (negation), ∨ (disjunction) and ∧
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Fig. 1. Problem setup of the example. The starting point is marked by a
star, objects are denoted by dots and the depot by a square.

(conjunction), and temporal operators: X (next), U (until)
and F (eventually). In general, for any scLTL formula φ
over a set Π we can obtain a DFA with input alphabet
2Π accepting all finite words that satisfy φ. Intuitively, X π
states that π ∈ Π becomes true in the next position of a
word; π1 Uπ2 expresses that π1 ∈ Π is true until π2 ∈ Π
becomes true in a word; and Fπ requires that π ∈ Π becomes
true at some position in a word. As the atomic propositions
(and therefore the specification) are defined over object pickups and drop-offs, we assume that the robot moving in
the environment generates a word over Π, extended by an
additional symbol only upon a pick-up or drop-off. The
addressed OCP reads as follows.
Problem 1. Given a robot with dynamics (1) with a control
input limited by (2) deployed in an environment, and a specification as an scLTL formula φ over Π, find a time-optimal
control trajectory u|∗[0,T ] that steers the robot between its
initial position, the object’s sites and the depot, and satisfies
φ and the maximum capacity constraint mmax .
Example. Let an environment Y = [0, 5]2 contain the
objects O = {o1 , . . . , o6 } located at y1 = [1 3.75]0 , y2 =
[3 4.5]0 , y3 = [4 1]0 , y4 = [2 2.5]0 , y5 = [3.5 2.5]0 , y6 =
[4.5 2]0 , respectively, with masses ml = 1 kg, ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , 6}
and, a depot d at yd = [4.5 4.5]0 . Consider a mobile ground
robot starting at x0 = [0.5 0.5 0 0]0 with dynamics (1),
control input limited by (2) with umax = 1 N, nominal mass
m∅ = 3 kg and maximum weight capacity mmax = 5 kg. The
setup is depicted in Figure 1. Assume an assignment where
the robot starts neither at the depot nor at an object location
and has to first pick-up object o1 , then either o2 or o4 , then
o5 followed by o6 or o3 followed by o5 and then end at
d.1 With γ1 = ¬π1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬π6 ∧ ¬πd , this specification is
represented by the scLTL formula:
φ1 :=γ1 U(π1 ∧ ((π1 ∨ πd )U((π2 ∨ π4 )U((π2 ∨ π4 ∨ πd )
U(((π5 ∧ X π6 ) ∨ (π3 ∧ X π5 )) ∧ X πd ))))).
(3)
Note that φ1 allows intermediate visits of d, so that the
objects, currently carried by the robot, can be dropped off.
1 This specification may represent a scenario in which an assembly process
at d requires specific parts located at different places in a particular order.

Our solution relies on the practical assumptions that the
robot needs to stop moving whenever it picks up or drops
off objects and that a pick-up and drop-off leads to an
instantaneous change in the current mass µ(t). This allows
for a representation of the robot moving in the environment
by a hybrid automaton. By employing results from classical
optimal control, we propose a tailored finite abstraction for
the hybrid automaton under low-level control in the form of a
weighted transition system. Automata-based model checking
is performed by a parallel composition of the abstraction
and the DFA corresponding to the scLTL formula. Then, the
time-optimal path is found by graph search in the product
automaton. The optimal control trajectory is generated by
re-translating the optimal path into the hybrid automaton.
III. H YBRID MODEL AND PROBLEM REFORMULATION
As L is finite and both object pick-ups and drop-offs
are instantaneous, the dynamics (1) can be represented by
a finite number of discrete states q ∈ Q that denote the
robot carrying a subset
P of objects Oq ⊆ O with an overall
mass mq = m∅ + l,ol ∈Oq ml . Hence, Q := {q|mq ≤
mmax } and the codomain of µ(t) is the finite set Mq :=
{mq |q ∈ Q}. Then, the overall motion of the robot can
be described by a hybrid automaton, i.e., a 10-tuple H =
(S, U, F, E, Inv, G, R, Π, Λ, S0 ):
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

S = Q × X – the hybrid state space of the system
with Q representing the finite set of discrete states and
X ⊂ R4 the continuous state space;
U = {θ ∈ R2 |kθk ≤ umax } – the continuous input
space;
F = {fq }q∈Q – the collection of vector fields fq : X ×
U → X describing the dynamics (1) with µ(t) = mq ;
E ⊆ Q × Q = E1 ∪ E2 – the discrete state transitions,
where E1 are transitions corresponding to the pick-up
of a single object, i.e.,
(qi , qj ) ∈ E1 , iff ∃ol ∈ O \ Oqi , s.t. Oqj = Oqi ∪ {ol },
and E2 contains transitions corresponding to the dropoff of all objects currently carried by the robot, i.e.,
(qi , qj ) ∈ E2 , iff Oqi 6= ∅ ∧ Oqj = ∅;
Inv : Q → 2X – the invariant map with
(
X \ {[yl 0 002 ]0 , [yd 0 002 ]0 }, if Oq 6= ∅,
Inv(q) =
X \ {[yl 0 002 ]0 },
if Oq = ∅;
G : E → 2X – the guard map with
(
{[yl 0 002 ]0 }, if e ∈ E1 ,
G(e) =
{[yd 0 002 ]0 }, else;
R : E × X → X – the reset map with R(e, x) =
x, ∀(e, x) ∈ E × G(e);
Π – the set of atomic propositions;
Λ ⊆ E × Π – the labeling relations giving the atomic
propositions π ∈ Π satisfied at a discrete state transition
e ∈ E with (e, π) ∈ Λ, iff (G(e) = {[yl0 002 ]0 } ∧ π =
πl )∨ (G(e) = {[yd0 002 ]0 } ∧ π = πd ), i.e., πl or πd is
true at any transition corresponding to the pick-up of
object ol or the drop-off of objects at d, respectively;

S0 = {(q(0), x(0))} = {(q0 , [y0 0 002 ]0 )} – the initial
state set, where Oq0 = ∅.
Let Ls ∈ N denote the finite number of stages
[ti , ti+1 ), i ∈ {0, . . . , Ls − 1}, closed from the left and open
from the right, where ti are the time instants of discrete state
switchings and tLs = T . Then, a sequence of piecewise continuous input trajectories uH = (u|[t0 ,t1 ) , . . . , u|[tLs −1 ,tLs ) )
yields a trajectory of the hybrid system τH = (t, q, x), where
t = (t0 , . . . , tLs ) is a sequence of strictly increasing initial,
switching and final times; q = (q0 , . . . , qLs −1 ) is a sequence
of discrete states; and x|[0,T ] = (x|[t0 ,t1 ) , . . . , x|[tLs −1 ,tLs ) )
is a sequence of absolutely continuous state trajectories. The
cost is given by the overall time
Z T
LX
s −1
dt =
J(τH , uH ) :=
(ti+1 − ti ).
(4)
•

0

i=0

As H is deterministic, Problem 1 can be restated as follows.
Problem 2. Find a control trajectory uH |∗[0,T ] for the hybrid
system H that minimizes (4) subject to restrictions imposed
by the specification φ.
IV. S OLUTION
The solution of Problem 2 consists of a finite sequence
of piecewise continuous controls enforcing the time-optimal
motion of the robot from a location yi to another location yj ,
where yi , yj ∈ Y, Y = (∪l∈{1,...,L} {yl }) ∪ {yd } ∪ {y0 } with
zero velocity. As the initial and final states for each stage are
fixed, the corresponding two-point boundary value problems
(TPBVP) can be decoupled. By applying these controls,
the hybrid automaton evolves between certain hybrid states,
which can be captured by a finite discrete abstraction.
A. Discrete abstraction
Consider first the problem of steering the robot in a timeoptimal manner from a state si = (qki , [yr0 i 002 ]0 ) to another
state sj = (qkj , [yr0 j 002 ]0 ), si , sj ∈ S. Due to the assumed
absence of obstacles in Y , the time-optimal motion of the
robot with dynamics (1) is on straight lines. Define an affine
transformation ξ = Tij (y − yi ), where the 1 × 2 matrix Tij
can be chosen such that Tij (yj − yi ) = 1. This provides
a reduced motion model in the 2-dimensional state space
˙ 0 with the scalar input ũ := (Tij /mq )u, leading to
x̃ = [ξ ξ]
i
the partial OCP:
min tij
f ,
ũ


 
kTij k
0 1
0
˙
,
s.t. x̃ =
x̃(t) +
ũ(t), uij
max =
0 0
1
mqi
0
ij
x̃(0) = [0 0]0 , x̃(tij
f ) = [1 0] , |ũ(t)| ≤ umax .
This OCP corresponds to the classical linear time-OCP [22]
and its solution is a piecewise constant controller taking
ij
values in the set {−uij
max , umax }. Thus, any transition from the
hybrid state si to the hybrid state sj has minimum duration
q
tij∗
(5)
f = 2 (mqi /umax )kyj − yi k.

Note that the transition time is independent of the final
discrete state qj . The optimal control input u∗ij can be
obtained by a re-translation to the hybrid automaton.

Remark 2. If the control input for (1) is constrained by
|u1 | ≤ u1,max , |u2 | ≤ u2,max (which is often the case when
applying feedback linearization), the optimal transition time
is given by the maximum of the individual minimum times for
each spatial direction. The optimal control for a transition
can be acquired approximately, e.g., as described in [23].
Remark 3. Under the presence of obstacles or for more
complex discrete-time linear vehicle dynamics, the corresponding partial OCPs can be solved approximately by formulating MILPs for a finite polyhedral under-approximation
of (2) and a polyhedral over-approximation of the obstacles
(see [24]). For nonlinear dynamics, approximate costs can
also be obtained, e.g., for quadrotors by solving nonlinear
TPBVPs for each transition [25], or by neglecting the yaw as
an additional degree of freedom and linearizing the dynamics
around the hovering point [26]. A corresponding case study
is provided in Section V.
Based on the above elaborations, the time-optimal motion
of the robot between all hybrid states si , sj ∈ S, relevant for
solving the task, are represented by a finite transition system
H
H
H
(TS) T = (STH , ∆H
T , Π, ΛT , WT , S0,T ), where
H
• ST = Q × Y is the finite set of states;
H
H
H
• ∆T ⊆ ST × ST – the set of transitions, where for
si = (qki , yri ), sj = (qkj , yrj ) ∈ STH , (si , sj ) ∈
0 0
0
∆H
T , iff G((qki , qkj )) = {[yrj 02 ] };
• Π – the finite set of atomic propositions;
H
H
• ΛT : ST → Π – the labeling function that associates a
state sj = (qkj , yrj ) ∈ STH with an atomic proposition
πrj ∈ Π, iff ((qki , qkj ), πrj ) ∈ Λ;
H
H
• WT : ∆T → R+ – the weighting function, where
ij∗
H
∀(si , sj ) ∈ ∆H
T , WT ((si , sj )) = tf , as given in (5);
H
• S0,T = {s0 = (q0 , y0 )} – the initial state set.
A finite run (discrete trajectory) of T is given by a state sequence τTH = si0 si1 . . . siN , where si0 = s0 and sin , sin+1 ∈
STH , (sin , sin+1 ) ∈ ∆H
T , ∀n ∈ {0, N − 1} with cost
N
−1
X
J(τTH ) :=
WTH ((sin , sin+1 )).
n=0

The finite word produced by τTH is ω(τTH ) = πi0 . . . πiN ,
∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, ΛH
T (sin ) = πin . We now want to find
the optimal run in T that satisfies the given specification.
B. Optimal control synthesis
Let Aφ = (Sφ , Σ, ∆φ , S0,φ , Sm,φ ) be a DFA corresponding to the scLTL formula φ, where Sφ is the finite set
of states, Σ = 2Π the input alphabet, ∆φ : Sφ × Σ →
Sφ the transition mapping, S0,φ the set of initial states
and, Sm,φ ⊂ Sφ the set of marked or accepting states.
Following the idea of automata-based model checking, we
construct a parallel composition of the weighted TS T =
H
H
H
(STH , ∆H
T , Π, ΛT , WT , S0,T ) and Aφ corresponding to the
formula φ, leading to a weighted finite product automaton
AP = T × Aφ = (SP , ∆P , WP , SP,0 , SP,m ) with
H
• SP ⊆ ST × Sφ – the finite set of reachable states;
• ∆P ⊆ SP × SP – the set of transitions, where
((sT , sφ ), (s0T , s0φ )) ∈ ∆P , iff (sT , s0T ) ∈ ∆H
T ∧

0
0
(sφ , {ΛH
T (sT )}, sφ ) ∈ ∆φ ;
• WP
: ∆P → R+ – the weighting function,
such that WP (((sT , sφ ), (s0T , s0φ ))) = WTH ((sT , s0T )),
∀((sT , sφ ), (s0T , s0φ )) ∈ ∆P ;
H
• SP,0 = S0,T × Sφ,0 – the initial state set;
H
• SP,m ⊆ ST × Sφ,m – the set of accepting (final) states.
An accepting run τP
=
sP,0 . . . sP,N
=
(si0 , sφ,0 ) . . . (siN , sφ,N ), (si0 , sφ,0 ) ∈ SP,0 , (siN , sφ,N ) ∈
SP,m of AP corresponds to an accepting run of Aφ over
the input word ω(τP ) = {πi0 } . . . {πiN }. The following
theorem reflects the role of AP for the OCP.

Proposition 1. The shortest accepting run τP∗ of AP corresponds to a finite run τTH of T that can be retranslated to
the control trajectory uH |∗[0,T ] solving Problem 1.
The proof follows directly from the properties of the
discrete abstraction T (states denote all relevant discrete
evolutions of the system, weights denote minimum transition
times) and the product automaton AP (capturing all paths
that satisfy the specification). AP can be seen as a weighted
finite graph, where SP is the node set and ∆P is the set of
edges with weights WP . Clearly, the cost of a path in AP
is given by the sum of the weights of its transitions. Finding
the shortest path from the initial state to a marked state can
be done by employing Dijkstra’s algorithm. The correctness
of the proposed scheme follows directly from Proposition 1
and the properties of Dijkstra’s algorithm. For convenience,
we summarize the proposed solution in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Solution of Problem 1
Input: Finite set of objects O = {o1 , . . . , oL } with masses
ml and locations yl , l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, a depot d at
yd ; robot dynamics ẋ(t) = f (x, u, µ), ku(t)k ≤ umax ,
nominal mass m∅ , maximum capacity constraint mmax ,
µ : [0, T ] → [m∅ , mmax ] and initial position y0 ; an scLTL
formula φ over Π = {π1 , . . . , πL , πd }
Output: The optimal control u|∗[0,T ]
1: procedure Initialization(Input)
2: Construct
hybrid
automaton
H
=
(S, U, F, E, Inv, G, R, Π, Λ, S0 )
3: Construct finite abstraction of H under time-optimal
low-level control by TS T
4: Construct DFA Aφ corresponding to φ
5: end procedure
6: Compute product automaton AP = T × Aφ
7: run:= shortest path(AP )
8: control:= control translate to H(run)
9: return control
C. Complexity
Let |STH | denote the size of the finite TS T , which grows
with the number of objects |O| und the number of locations
|Y|, and |Sφ | the size of Aφ , which is exponential in the
length of φ, i.e., |φ|. Then, |SP | ≤ |STH |.|Sφ | ≤ |Y|.2|O|+|φ|
holds for size of the product automaton. However, depending
on the maximum capacity constraint, the masses of the
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Fig. 2. Optimal solution with J ∗ = 35.78 s for the example. The trajectory
parts where the robot moves with different dynamics are denoted by different
colors. Gray paths represent possible transitions in the environment.

objects and the specification, the size of the automaton will
typically be much smaller than this upper bound. The time
complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(|SP | log |SP |).
V. I MPLEMENTATION AND CASE STUDIES
In this section we apply the proposed method to two case
studies. Algorithm 1 was implemented as follows. The DFA
Aφ corresponding to the scLTL specification φ was obtained
with scheck [27]. The computation of the finite abstracted
TS T , the product automaton AP = T × Aφ and Dijkstra’s
algorithm were implemented in MATLAB. All computations
TM
were performed on an Intel R Core i7 2.20 GHz processor
with 8 GB RAM. Obstacle avoidance and more complex
vehicle dynamics are incorporated into the low-level OCPs
(Remark 2 and 3) by formulating corresponding MILPs for a
discrete-time approximation of the dynamics with sampling
time 0.1 s over a finite horizon Nmax ∈ N. All MILPs are
solved by directly interfacing the solver Gurobi.
A. Mobile ground robot
Recall the example from Section II. The DFA with size
|Sφ | = 17 states, corresponding to the scLTL specification
φ1 in (3), was computed in less than 1 s. By employing
Algorithm 1 we obtain the optimal path depicted in Figure 2.
The robot first collects objects o1 and o2 , then performs
an intermediate drop-off, and then collects o5 followed
by o6 and, finally, ends at the depot. This behavior was
automatically produced by our approach in accordance with
the specification and the capacity constraint.
B. Quadrotor with obstacles
Consider an environment Y = [0, 5]3 m containing the
objects O = {o1 , o2 , o3 }, where o1 is initially located at
[1 3.75 5]0 , o2 at [4 1 3]0 and o3 at [3 4.5 2]0 , with masses
mi = 0.5 kg, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and a depot d at yd = [5 5 0.5]0 .
Let a set of polyhedral obstacles Obs = {obs1 , . . . , obs6 } be
given with





  
I3
I
I
obsj = ξ ∈ R3 |
ξ ≤ 3 κj + 3 j ,
(6)
−I3
−I3
I3
∀j ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, where κj ∈ Y is the center and j ∈ R3+ a
size vector, summarized in Table II. A quadrotor has to solve

obs1


1
3.75
 2.5 
0.5
0.75
2.5

obs2
 
4
 1 
1.5
0.5
 1 
1.5

obs3
 
3
4.5
 1 
1
0.5
1

obs4


5
 5 
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

obs5


0.25
3.75
 1 
0.25
0.75
1

obs6
 
1
1.5
0.5
1
 1 
0.5

an optimal pick-up and delivery assignment, where object o1
is picked up first, and then o2 and o3 in an arbitrary order,
while allowing a drop-off after every pick-up, corresponding
to the scLTL formula
φ2 :=γ2 U(π1 ∧ ((π1 ∨ πd )U((π2 ∧ ((π2 ∨ πd )U
(π3 ∧ X πd ))) ∨ (π3 ∧ ((π3 ∨ πd )U(π2 ∧ X πd ))))))
with γ2 = ¬π1 ∧ ¬π2 ∧ ¬π3 ∧ ¬πd . The size of the
corresponding DFA is |Sφ | = 17 states, computed in less
than 1 s. A practical application of this case study may be an
automated package delivery and pick-up system, resembling
the recently announced plans of major international online
retailers and logistics companies.

A quadrotor can be represented by a nonlinear model with
state x̃ = (y 0 , v 0 , r̃0 , w̃0 )0 , where y ∈ Y is the position,
v ∈ [−5, 5]3 m/s the velocity, r̃ ∈ R3 the orientation (rotation
about an axis by an angle kr̃k), w̃ ∈ R3 the angular velocity
[28]. In our case study, the dynamics are linearized around
the hovering state of the quadrotor and, as the yaw is an
additional degree of freedom, it is set to zero. Thus, we
use a reduced model with state x = (y 0 , v 0 , r0 , w0 )0 , where
r ∈ [−1, 1]2 rad and w ∈ [−5, 5]2 rad/s, yielding ẋ(t) =
fq (x, u) = Ax(t) + Bqi u(t),
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where g = 9.81 m/s2 , la = 0.15 m is the distance from the
center of the vehicle to each rotor, m∅ = 1 kg and mqi
are the masses of the unloaded and loaded quadrotor, and
I∅ = 5.10−3 kg m2 and Iqi are the moments of inertia
of the unloaded and loaded quadrotor, respectively. The
moment of inertia changes instantaneously by adding or
subtracting 2.10−2 kg m2 from its current value at an object
pick-up or drop-off, respectively. The control input is u =
(uf , uy1 , uy2 )0 ∈ R3 , where uf ∈ [−4.55, 9.94] N is the total
thrust of the rotors relative to the thrust needed to keep the
quadrotor in the hovering state, and uy1 , uy2 ∈ [−3.6, 3.6] N
describe the relative thrust of the rotors producing roll and
pitch motion, respectively. Applying the proposed method
for the quadrotor starting at x0 = 010 , we obtain the
approximately optimal solution (Figure 3), which satisfies
φ2 and the capacity constraint mmax = 3 kg.
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Fig. 3. Approximately optimal solution for a quadrotor with overall time
J ∗ = 7.5 s for the specification φ2 . The trajectory parts where the quadrotor
moves with different dynamics are denoted by different colors.
TABLE III
C OMPUTATION TIMES tCOMP ( MEAN±STANDARD ERROR ) OVER 50 RUNS .

Case study

Ground robot
Quadrotor

two-level

direct

Nmax

tcomp [s]

Nmax

tcomp [s]

N/A
N/A

2.1
2.1

75
85

3±1
6±2

25
30

7±1
8±1

80
100

11 ± 2
13 ± 3

C. Discussion
In related approaches, the LTL specification was directly
encoded as linear constraints in a MILP that solves the
complete OCP over a finite time horizon [14], [15]. In
contrast, our method is based on decomposing the OCP into
a finite set of continuous low-level and one discrete highlevel OCP. Under the presence of obstacles, the low-level
OCPs can be formulated as MILPs with a significantly lower
number of discrete variables over a shorter time horizon compared to the direct optimization approach. Table III reflects
the computational advantage of our two-level method over
the alternative direct approach for different time horizons
Nmax . Thus, our approach appears particularly promising for
recomputation in dynamically changing environments.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a method for obtaining timeoptimal control trajectories for mobile robots collecting a
finite number of objects and moving them to particular spots
in space while satisfying a finite temporal logic specification and a capacity constraint. The suggested procedure
includes a discrete abstraction of the hybrid system under
(approximately) time-optimal low-level control; after applying automata-based model checking techniques, the optimal
high-level control synthesis was conducted by graph search.
The method was applied in two case studies, involving a mobile ground robot and a quadrotor moving in an environment
with obstacles, showing its computational advantage over a
direct optimization approach. For future work, we plan to
extend the method for the presence of uncertainty.
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